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Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is contextualised knowledge, built on information that is collected, processed, analysed, and
disseminated to the right audience, in order to comprehend a malicious threat actor’s motivation, goals, objectives, targets, and
attack behaviours. Te CTI value increases by the ability to be shared, consumed, and actioned timely, by the right stakeholders,
based always on quality standards and parameters, which boost the cyber security community to understand how adversaries act
and to counter the constantly emerging sophisticated cyber threats. In this article, along with the identifcation of research gaps,
after a comparison between existing research studies in the similar scope of CTI evaluation and sharing mechanisms, we propose a
blockchain-based cyber threat intelligence system architecture, which collects, evaluates, stores, and shares CTI, enabling tamper-
proof data and exclusion of untrustworthy evaluation peers, while evaluating, at the same time, the quality of CTI Feeds against a
defned set of quality standards. Te evaluation of the data is performed utilising a reputation and trust-based mechanism for
selecting validators, who further rate the CTI feeds using quality-based CTI parameters, while the consensus for preserving the
fairness of the results and their fnal storage is performed via the recently introduced proof-of-quality (PoQ) consensus algorithm.
Te data, which are stored in the proposed ledger, constitute a reliable, distributed, and secure repository of CTI Feeds and contain
their objective evaluation, as well as the performance of the validators who participated in each evaluation, while these data can be
further used for assessing the reputation of CTI Sources. Finally, in order to assess the proposed system’s reliability, integrity, and
tolerance against malicious activities, the model is subject to a theoretical analysis using a probabilistic simulation, taking into
account various aspects and features of the integrated mechanisms. Te results show that the tolerance against malicious
validators is acceptable, even when the ratio between legitimately vs. maliciously behaving validators is 1 : 50.

1. Introduction

Cyberspace landscape is constantly changing and so are the
malicious threats actors, who via dynamically adopted
techniques, mechanisms, and methodologies are trying to
exploit known cyber security gaps or discover new ones [1].
On the contrary, organisations are increasing their attack
surface in a way that can be easily attacked or damaged due
to the asymmetrical nature of cyber threats and the inherent
cyberspace vulnerabilities. Tis is the reason why it is very
crucial to transform reactive behaviour to proactive, in order
to counter cyberattacks more efciently.

Furthermore, during cyberattack activities, a well-
structured, trained, and efective incident response team,

armed with the threat intelligence necessary to understand
and analyse how threat actors behave and operate, is more
than required.

Treat intelligence is not just about data, rather a fn-
ished outcome that is a result of threat intelligence cycle of
data collection, processing, and analysis, which is iterative
and becoming refned over time. Producing actionable and
accurate cyber threat intelligence is part of a lifecycle pro-
cess, referred as the intelligence cycle, comprising of 5 stages:
planning and direction, collection, processing, analysis, and
dissemination [2].

Te latest stages of the cyber threat intelligence cycle are
in the focus of this article, without decreasing the impor-
tance of the initial ones though. Cyber threat analysis deals
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with the production of valuable and actionable information
about standing or emerging threats, which enables the
community to make accurate and timely decisions. Analysed
information can enhance response and detection mecha-
nisms and facilitate dealing with increasingly sophisticated
advanced persistent threats.

Te outcome of the cyber threat analysis is called cyber
threat intelligence (CTI), which based on the application
level, can be divided in four categories from high level to low
level, as strategic, tactical, technical, and operational.
Depending on the level and type of CTI, the provided in-
formation is composed of the combination of threat actors,
patterns of attacks, attack methodologies, motive, threat
severity, threat landscape, Techniques-Tactics-Procedures
(TTP), and Indicators of Compromise (IoC). On all the
aforementioned levels, CTI sharing mechanism is playing a
signifcant role, on which governmental institutions, private
sector, IT security vendors, IT industry, and security re-
searchers are putting strong efort for reliable, timely, and
accurate CTI sharing.

According to the latest cyber threat intelligence overview
published by ENISA [3], CTI should follow 5 main prin-
ciples: be based on reliable sources, have sufcient context
from sources, be structured under a consistent data model,
follow a well-defned process, and integrate automation. All
those aspects should coexist in a way that quality intelligence
could be delivered efciently and efectively, securely, timely,
and accurately.

Extensive existing research studies are addressing CTI
data dissemination requirements, but are mainly focused on
blockchain mechanisms which beneft from its key char-
acteristics such as integrity, availability, scalability, and
consensus among the stakeholders. In addition, research
activities propose methods on establishing a higher level of
trust, but mainly depending on the application of the
blockchain technology but not derived from the data which
are stored at the ledger. Furthermore, in the existing liter-
ature, quality assurance criteria for evaluating CTI data are
proposed, but not clearly or directly integrated in any CTI
analysis mechanism which can provide value to the CTI
community.

After identifcation of the above research gaps, our re-
search takes advantage of the existing work, combines the
key characteristics of blockchain technology, and proposes
new mechanisms for establishing trust among the CTI
stakeholders, which is derived from the data stored in the
ledger. Furthermore, our research proposes the integration
of CTI quality criteria in CTI evaluation processes and f-
nally introduces a new consensus algorithm for reaching
agreements on the evaluation results of CTI Feeds. All
evaluated CTI feeds are fnally the ledger regardless of their
evaluation scoring, along with evaluation data which can
formulate and support reputational feedback mechanisms
for future CTI Feed evaluations and evaluators selection
criteria.

Tis article describes a decentralised solution for sharing
vetted CTI information, proposing a new model called
Awareness Architecture Based on Blockchain CTI Con-
vergence (ABC)2, focused on a CTI-sharing mechanism

based on blockchain technology. In this scope, it focuses also
on describing a new consensus mechanism, namely, proof-
of-quality (PoQ), in the context of a trust-based reputation
mechanism for evaluating CTI Feeds and also con-
textualising the overall reputation of CTI Feed Sources,
based on quality parameters.

Te PoQ mechanism ensures that each CTI Feed eval-
uation result is agreed among the selected validators/eval-
uators via an open dissemination and voting process. Tis
process will lead to the update of the ledger records with the
required information. Tose records construct a historical
immutable chain of the CTI feeds as well as a progressively
updated database which constitutes the foundation for the
reputational model of the proposed solution.

Te aim of this article is dual. Te frst one deals with
the evaluation of the quality of CTI Feeds, considering
quality-driven CTI-sharing challenges. Tis evaluation is
based on the ratings provided by a set of a selected pool of
validators, based on reputational-focused selection criteria.
A secondary objective of this article is to put context on the
reputation of the CTI Feed sources, based on the evaluation
of their own published feeds. Te reputation of the vali-
dators has a critical role on the fulflment of those ob-
jectives, since it is one of the decisive elements among the
performance and reputation metrics which will be pre-
sented later on.

Te article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
key considerations of our research, related background work
as well as the motivations and challenges that triggered the
proposal of a blockchain-based CTI-sharing scheme. Section
3 presents the architecture of the proposed model and
analyses the various components that comprise it. Section 4
presents a conditional theoretical simulation of the model’s
tolerance against malicious injections, while the fnal sec-
tions summarise the paper’s proposals and depict our future
work objectives.

2. Background and Related Works

Ideally, cyber threat intelligence reports contain combined,
processed, and analysed information that helps security
professionals to make informed decisions regarding security
controls to protect the organisations from cyber threats.
Efcient and informed decision-making is based on ac-
tionable and contextualised threat intelligence data feeds,
timely shared in an optimised and trusted environment [4],
and easily understood by the people in charge, fulflling also
quality standards to provide actual beneft.

Te latest SANS CyberTreat Intelligence Survey of 2021
[2] reports that the majority of CTI is collected and shared
via means which do not include automation or optimisation
mechanisms such as e-mail exchange, presentations and
briefngs, spreadsheets, and reports in digital format, while
the rest of the collection and sharing methods are based on
either vendor/in-house or open-source systems. Even
though there is no direct reference to the tools and mech-
anisms which support the CTI collection/sharing, there is a
strong indication that blockchain technology is not used on
production.
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2.1. Key Considerations. Te main key topics which drive
our research, proposing a new CTI sharing model, are as
follows:

(a) Availability, in terms of the ability of the audience
and stakeholders to access the environment which
collects, stores, evaluate, and shares CTI data

(b) Reliability and quality, with regard to the quality
criteria and level of standardisation

(c) Reputation, regarding the historical aggregation of
data which can enable trust among the stakeholders
as a whole and also for each one of them

(d) Integrity, concerning the prevention and tolerance
for unauthorised changes

(e) Consensus, in terms of which methodology or al-
gorithm is used to reach fnal agreement for
updating the ledger

(f ) Openness and fairness, as to allow the access and
participation of an open audience to consume ser-
vices, but still under certain processes for fair access
control when contribution for evaluations required

(g) Scalability, in respect of supporting increasing
number of transactions

(h) Tolerance against malicious activities

2.2. Existing Research Studies. Two diferent research areas
will be taken into consideration, since both of them com-
bined address the key considerations mentioned before. Te
frst one is the work related to CTI sharing using blockchain
technology, while the second one deals with blockchain-
based models for establishing trust.

2.2.1. Research for Blockchain-Based CTI Sharing and CTI
Feed Evaluation. He et al. [5] address the need of using
blockchain technology, proposing a theoretical rating
mechanism based on an agnostic data model, abstract
credibility factors, and consensus algorithm. Gong and Lee
[6] propose a blockchain-based CTI sharing framework with
a preventionmechanism against Sybil attacks, referring to an
abstract mining-related consensus algorithm, for collection
of threat intelligence by smart contracts and storage of meta-
information in blockchain, ensuring validation and trace-
ability to the data source. Mendez Mena and Yang [7] re-
search is based on the Ethereum platform, applying the
proof-of-authority consensus algorithm, using a distributed
data collection method with an abstract data model and a
permissioned based network, from an ISP point of view. Cha
et al. [8] propose a model which mitigates problems such as
data collection efciency and scalability, using an abstract
data model and blockchain technology to efciently process
big data, working with multiple feeds to verify the reliability
of the data shared during data collection and providing
security and privacy in a distributed way. Riesco et al. [9]
propose a CTI blockchain-sharing framework using the
STIX data model as a reference as well as W3C semantic web
standards to enable a workspace of knowledge related to

behavioural threat intelligence patterning to characterise
tactics, techniques, and procedures, while they propose an
Ethereum Blockchain Smart contract Marketplace to better
motivate the sharing of that knowledge between all parties
involved as well as creating a standard CTI token as a digital
asset with a promising value in the market. Homan et al. [10]
propose a blockchain network model that facilitates the
secure dissemination of CTI data using a testbed based on
Hyperledger Fabric and the STIX 2.0 protocol, validating the
efcacy of the segmentation, implemented using smart
contracts and Fabric channels, focusing on the potential to
overcome the trust barriers and data privacy issues inherent
in this domain.

2.2.2. Research for Blockchain-Based Trust Establishment and
CTI Evaluation. Meier et al. [11] propose FeedRank, an
advanced and tamper-resistant ranking metric for CTI Feeds
that does not require a ground truth, which bears similarities
with collective intelligence approaches of PageRank. Wu
et al. [12] propose a threat intelligence quality assessment
framework enabling the establishment of trust through
verifying the integrity of the information and the devel-
opment of a reputation system that will allow peers to rate
CTI sharing transactions based on the quality, using an
abstract consensus algorithm and data model. Shala et al.
[13] propose a new trust consensus protocol, consisting of
three parts for evaluating the trust score of a peer: Service
Trust Evaluation evaluates the services the peer is providing;
Behaviour Trust Evaluation evaluates the behaviour of a peer
based on the integrity of a service; Task Trust Evaluation
evaluates the activities as a Test Agent or other tasks done in
the machine-to-machine community. Kamvar et al. [14] and
Gao et al. [15] propose a new reputation management al-
gorithm for P2P networks, attempting to identify malicious
peers that provide inauthentic fles to the system, which is
superior to attempting to identify inauthentic fles them-
selves, since malicious peers can easily generate a virtually
unlimited number of inauthentic fles if they are not banned
from participating in the network. Wang et al. [16, 17]
designed a trust scheme for consensus protocol for IIoT, to
provide a new module of reputation so that each participant
can share a global view of reputation in the building con-
sensus process by showing the potential of repute for
managing trust in a consensus protocol. In the repute
module, satisfactory behaviour is encouraged and bad be-
haviour is punished. Lee et al. [18] proposed a blockchain-
based reputation management for manufacturers and cus-
tomer interaction, including increased reliability by mali-
cious evaluator identifcation. Oualhaj et al. [19] propose a
blockchain-based decentralised trust management model for
IoT system, which allows all IoT devices participate in the
update of trust values in a decentralised way and to detect the
node with malicious behaviour that provides wrong trust
values. Oliveira et al. [20] proposed a Blockchain Reputa-
tion-Based Consensus via a mechanism based on majority
voting that enables a group of miners through a judge based
system that monitors and signs a reputation score for every
miner’s action. Feng et al. [21] propose Proof-of-Negotiation
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(PoN) consensus algorithm, including random-honest
miners’ selection, parallel multiblocks’ creation, and dis-
tributed blocks storage introducing trust management to
evaluate the trustworthiness of miners with negotiation
rules.

2.3. Problem Statements and Contribution. Sharing robust,
fast, reliable, verifed, actionable, and immutable CTI is a
constantly growing need and so is the development and
utilisation of platforms which support it. Nowadays, there
are many CTI Feed sources that provide CTI via a variety of
platforms and standards [22]; the volume of which is
growing and the data models and data types that are used
and are scattered across various solutions and standards,
which can impact the level of quality of the threat intelli-
gence data [23].

According to the presented related work, existing
research eforts address the blockchain-based CTI dis-
semination as well as trust and reputation challenges
among the CTI-sharing community, but not combined
under one solution. Furthermore, the quality of the CTI
Feeds is not addressed in a practical way, rather as an
abstract requirement without any quantifable metrics.
Due to these identifed gaps, a blockchain-based platform
using a reputation mechanism and a new Proof-of-Quality
consensus mechanism is presented, enabling trust among
the CTI sharing community and addressing the challenges
of CTI sharing as well as the level of CTI data quality,
combining 5 main principles: reliable sources, sufcient
context, consistent data model, defned process, and au-
tomation [3].

In this article, we extend the work presented in [24] to
elaborate on the system’s components and analyse how the
quality-driven and reputation-oriented proposed model can
contribute to the CTI Feed and CTI Sources evaluation,
using blockchain technology. Te mechanism which un-
derpins the consensus of the model is called proof-of-quality
and it relies on the output of the CTI feed evaluation, which
is based on pre-defned quality evaluation parameters, uti-
lising also a votingmechanism for reaching fnal agreements.

3. CTI-Sharing Model

3.1. System Model Introduction. Te proposed model is
composed of a number of submechanisms (Figures 1 and 2),
which select the CTI Feed validators under specifc criteria,
receive CTI Feeds as an input, evaluate them via an eval-
uation control mechanism, and fnally, as an output, add a
block to the ledger with the evaluated CTI Feed for dis-
tributed dissemination; once consensus is reached via the
proof-of-quality consensus algorithm.

Te objective is to evaluate the CTI Feeds utilising pre-
defned quality-based criteria and parameters, and a repu-
tation mechanism that will foster trust establishment among
all participants. All CTI Feeds and their evaluation results
are added to the chain together with each validator’s per-
formance, in order to maintain a historical immutable ar-
chive. Tese performance results will be further used for

assessing the validators’ and the CTI Feed Sources’
reputations.

Te proposed model has 3 key roles which interact with
each other as follows:

(a) CTI Feed Sources: share available CTI Feeds for
evaluation as input to the proposed process, either by
producing cyber threat information (e.g., Treat
Actors activities and Indicators of Compromise) or
sharing already received information with small-
scale or no additional intelligence updates or sharing
information aggregated from other data feeds, either
based on internal or external collection sources

(b) Validators: the selection of validators is based on
historical reputation criteria, in order to conduct the
CTI Feed evaluation

(c) Consumers: they are the fnal users/consumers of the
produced and evaluated CTI information, stored in
the ledger.

Apart from the already given roles as described above,
both CTI Feed sources and Consumers can be part of the
evaluation process as validator candidates, being part of the
validator candidate pool (2-way information fows as shown
in Figure 1). Te subscription process for being a validator
candidate could be based on a normal subscription approach
into the blockchain services, via unique identifers and
certifcates, process which is not in the scope of this article.

Te selection of the validators is performed by the
validator selection mechanism (VSM). Tis mechanism
flters the validator candidate pool in order to select the most
performant candidates for the evaluation process, taking
into consideration the validators’ reputation, derived from
the validators’ performance already published on the
blockchain. Te VSM mechanism will be described in detail
later on.

It needs to be highlighted that every evaluated CTI Feed
is added to the blockchain, regardless of the results, allowing
no room for wrong screening and in parallel fostering
fairness. Te decisive added value of the proposed system is
that, along with the CTI Feeds, their evaluation and also the
validators’ performance data are added (as shown in

CTI Feed CTI Feed Evaluation
Mechanism

Proof-of-Quality

Validator Selection
Mechanism
(VSM)

Section III.D

Section III.C

CTI Feed
Sources 

Validator
Candidates

Section III.B

Add block

Feedback

Section III.G

Section III.E, F

Consumers

Figure 1: Model’s high-level architecture.
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Figure 3), data which constitute the baseline for the repu-
tation mechanism, as for the validators’ reputation used in
the Validator Selection Mechanism, as well as for assessing
the CTI Source reputation.

Te decision on whether a CTI Feed will be eventually
utilised or not is left to the discretion of each consumer, who
will be able to make the decision based on the data stored in
the ledger.

It should also be clarifed that all roles of the model are
uniquely identifed once registered in the system, the public
identity of which is not recognisable by the rest of the
community, in order to preserve the fairness, objectivity, and
impartiality of the follow-on processes. Te unique identi-
fcation can be generated and maintained by combining
multiple identity attributes of each role (e.g., id during
registration and name of the organisation/company) hashed
via a hash algorithm (e.g., SHA3), producing a unique name
which provides anonymity. For ease of reading, this is not
applied in the present article, and all roles are presented in a
way that can be easily identifed.

Te system’s notations which defne the basic structural
elements of this article are listed in Table 1.

3.2. VSM: Validator Selection Mechanism. Trust is estab-
lished based on available evidence of the validators’ past
behaviour and contribution to past evaluation metrics and
data. VSM is meant to collect and analyse such evidence,
resulting in a reputation score, which is further to be taken
into account to decide whether a specifc validator should be
considered as trusted and further selected for contributing to
the CTI Feed evaluation process. Tis past behaviour is
already part of the ledger, ofering reliability, transparency,
and immutability.

During the VSM process shown in Algorithm 1, the pool
of candidate validators is subject to a clustering method
using ML algorithms such as K-Means or DBSCAN [25],
applying also outlier detection and removal. Validators with
good previous conduct and evaluation contribution history
have a higher probability of being selected based on their
accumulated reputation. Validators are mainly selected out
of the most reputable cluster, which is calculated taking into

Validator
Candidates

CTI Sources Consumers Validators Reputation
equations (9) & (12)

Performance of
Validators eq (1, 2, 3)

Validators Voting
Procedure eq (4,5,6,7)

Validator Selection
Mechanism (VSM) 

Selected
Validators

CTI Feed subject
for evaluation

CTI Source Reputation
equations (11) & (12)

Feedback from the ledger. Reputation is not stored; it is derived from blocks of the ledger

Both CTI Sources and Consumers can participate as Validators

Validators Rating
Sharing

Write Block to
Ledger

Proof-of-Quality
Algorithm

Layer1

Layer2

Layer3

CTI Feed

CTI Feed Evaluation

Validators Performance

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed model.

Layer1

Layer2
CTI Feed Evaluation

CTI Feed

Layer3

Validators Performance

Figure 3: Block layers.
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account the number of evaluations per validator and their
performance, out of the validator performance matrix in
equation (10), while their overall reputation is shown via
equation (11), as described later.

Furthermore, considering fairness, in order to in-
crease the chance of other less reputable validators to
increase their reputation, a weighted random choice
mechanism can be applied, resulting the selection of
validators which belong into less reputable clusters, based
on an adjustable ratio (x/y), with x>y, for example, x%
out of the most reputable cluster and y% out of less
reputable clusters. Tis way, fairness is established, en-
suring that all validator candidates have chances to be
selected as validators.

Te number or the percentage of the fnally selected
validators in comparison to the total validator candidate
number can vary according to the requirements and is
subject to further optimisation which is not covered in this
article. Te same applies to the percentage of the most
reputable candidates versus the less reputable ones.

Furthermore, a feedback mechanism that utilises his-
torical data already published on the blockchain (such as
IoC, e.g., malicious IPs) provides valuable information to the
VSM to further screen the validators’ candidacy.

3.3. CTI FeedEvaluation andRatingMetrics. Te foundation
of the CTI Feed evaluation mechanism consists of the fol-
lowing performance metrics:

(i) CTI Feed rating
(ii) Validator performance

3.3.1. CTI Feed Rating. Each selected validator Vm,
m ∈ [1..i], rates each CTI Feed Ff, f ∈ [1..k] (Figure 4),

against all quality parameters Pn, n ∈ [1..j], where i is
the total number of selected validators, k is the number
of CTI Feeds under evaluation, and j is the total number of
the quality parameters, respectively. Such a set of quality
parameters can be defned as in [26–28]. Although, in [26],
the quality parameters are CTI Source and not CTI Feed
oriented; these can be refned in order to be applicable in the
context of this paper, but this scope is outside of the ob-
jectives of the present work. Examples of CTI Feed quality
parameters are shown in Table 2.

Te rating per CTI Feed Ff is depicted as shown in the
following matrix R:

RVmPn

i×j

�

rV1P1
rV1P2

· · · rV1Pj

rV2P1
rV2P2

· · · rV2Pj

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

rViP1
rViP2

· · · rViPj

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (1)

3.3.2. Validator Performance. Tismetric is measured by the
deviation of each CTI Feed rating compared to the mean
rating. Tis comparison is applied per quality parameter per
each evaluation performed by all validators and is based on
statistical analysis metrics, such as squared deviation from
the mean (SDM). One important aspect is the applicable
anomaly/outlier detection, which is already inherited in the
SDM, enabling the identifcation and removal of mis-
behaving or overreacting validators from the overall
calculations.

Figure 5 shows the squared deviation from the mean
(SDM) of a rating RVmPn

of a selected validator Vm,
m ∈ [1..i], per quality parameter Pn, n ∈ [1..j], per CTI Feed.
Te closer the rating is to the mean, the better the perfor-
mance of the validator will be. Te SDM calculation has to
take place for all the quality parameters per validator per CTI
Feed evaluation separately.

Due to the immutable nature of the data on the ledger, it
is proposed not to use any weighted approach on the quality
parameters, which are considered equally important. In case
it is required, a weight can be assigned to each quality
parameter on an ad hoc basis on the already stored data, to
show the relative importance of quality parameters against
the others.Terefore, a weighted evaluation is still an option,
based on the requirements of the methodology and context
in which it is used.

Te mean rating value (MRV) of all validators Vm,
m ∈ [1..i], per quality parameter Pn, n ∈ [1..j], for a specifc
feed, is the following:

MRVPn
�
1
i



i

m�1
RVmPn

. (2)

Te SDM of a validator Vm per quality parameter Pn is

SDMVm
� MRVPn

− RVmPn
 

2
. (3)

Each validator’s performance is inversely proportional to
the SDM metric, taking into account all the individual SDM

Table 1: System notations.

Notations Description
Ss CTI feed source, s ∈ [1..q]

Ff CTI feed, f ∈ [1..k]

Vm Validator, m ∈ [1..i]

Pn Quality parameter, n ∈ [1..j]

VSM Validator selection mechanism
q − first Max number of validators for consensus
SDM Squared deviation from the mean
RVmPn

Validator rating against quality parameters [1..100]

MRV Mean rating value per quality parameter
PERFVm

Validator performance
iEVALFf

Interim evaluation of CTI feed
eEVALFf

Enriched evaluation of CTI feed
AVmBb

Validator performance matrix per block
REPVm

Validator reputation
CFfBb

Stored CTI feed evaluation per block
REPVm

Validator reputation
REPSs

CTI feed source reputation
OVm

Ordered list of validator performance
Dw Matrix of OVm

AT Aging factor
ft Fading factor
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ratings per quality parameter, calculating their average SDM.
Te less the deviation from the MRV is, the better the
performance is. Te overall performance PERF of each

validator Vm, m ∈ [1..i], for all ratings RVmPn
performed

against every quality parameters Pn, n ∈ [1..j], per CTI Feed
F is the following:

Data: max: Maximum number of validators to be selected
x: Percentage of most reputable validators
y: Percentage of less reputable validators
x + y � 100
AVmBb

: Validator performance matrix (equation (10))
Result: Create a pool of validators

(1) Construct a 2-dimensional plot with the average performance of each validator vs. the number of their overall validations;
(2) Identify the most performant clusters of validators;
(3) Select x% of max out of the most performant cluster/s;
(4) Select y% of max randomly out of the less performant cluster/s;
(5) Create the list of validators Vm, m ∈ [1..max]

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode for VSM algorithm.

F1

CTI Feed
R V1F1

R V1Fk

R
VmF1

RVmFk

Fk

V1

Validators

Vm

Figure 4: CTI feed rating.

Table 2: CTI quality parameters.

Parameters Description
Extensiveness Evaluates how many optional parameters are flled in
False positives Determines how often feeds are invalidated
Verifability Expresses is a feed is linked with primary sources of information
Intelligence Indicates how much added value a feed ofers in the information by linking it to other objects
Interoperability Measures if a CTI feed follows a specifc data format to provide the data
Syntactic accuracy Determines how compliant a feed is to the standard which is followed
Originality Evaluates how unique the entries of each feed are
Timeliness Analyses how soon a CTI feed is releasing information in comparison of the initial date of the malicious activity
Impact Measures the consequences to an organisation if the information from a feed is applied
Standardisation Measures how much of free text is used in the feed’s objects
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PERFVm
�

1

(1/j) 
j
n�1 MRVPn

− RVmPn
 

2. (4)

Tis metric will be taken into account for calculating the
validator reputation later on.

3.4. Proof-of-Quality Consensus Mechanism. By completion
of a CTI Feed evaluation/rating by all validators, the rating
results of each validator are distributed to all validators via a
gossip protocol [29], in order for all validators to be able to
form equation (1) and further proceed with the calculation of
the validator performance metrics, and further proceed with
the calculation of the validator performance metrics, based
on equations (2) and (4). All validators are able to have
access to all ratings performed by any other validator.

Te proposed PoQ mechanism ensures the distribution
of the evaluation/rating results across the selected members
of the process and receives feedback based on a voting
procedure, the result of which determines the fnalisation of
the block transaction on the ledger. Only the selected val-
idators have voting rights and those are the only ones that
can monitor and verify the production of the blocks.

Te consensus algorithm requires the agreement among
the q − first best performant validators, where q − first is the
number of the frst validators of the ordered list. If i is the
number of validators, then q should be much smaller than i,
i.e., q≪ i.

Each validator is expected to provide as an outcome, the
production of an ordered list, from the higher performant
validator to the lower one, per CTI Feed, based on the
objective performance metric in equation (4). If OVm

is the
produced ordered list from each validator, each element pair
(oz,PERFz), with z ∈ [1..i] and not necessarily z � m,

represents the validator’s Vm, m ∈ [1..i] position in the list,
along with its performance PERF, as follows:

OVm
� < o1, PERF1( , o2,PERF2( , ..

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√
q−first

, oi, PERFi( >. (5)

Tefnal ordered list OVm
to be sent by each validator will

contain only the frst q − first elements. Te proposed al-
gorithm (Algorithm 2) ensures that the validators who fnd
themselves in the q − first best performant list and share
their own produced full ordered list with the rest of the
validators’ community as consensus proposals. Tose pro-
posals can be considered as voting proposals, as described
later on. Te consensus will be reached on the agreement of
the q-frst best performant validators, which will be fnally
stored on the ledger.

Given the fact that a number of u validators (Vu ⊂ Vm,
(m≫ u≥ 1)) will send their ordered list to the rest of the
validators community, a voting mechanism is required to
reach a fnal consensus. Furthermore, u≥ q, since at least q

diferent validators are included in q − first lists of all voting
proposals, but not less.

Te following matrix Dw depicts the ordered list,
available for voting assessment:

Dw
u×1

�

ow11
,PERFw11

 , .., ow1q
, PERFw1q

  

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√
q−first

ow21
,PERFw21

 , .., ow2q
, PERFw2q

  

⋮

owu1
, PERFwu1

 , .., owuq
,PERFwuq

  

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (6)
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Figure 5: Squared deviation from the mean per quality parameter.
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In that case, the Proof-of-Vote [30] consensus mecha-
nism can be used, or an order ranking algorithm, such as
Kemeny–Young or Borda’s count [31, 32], which is a
classical method of rank aggregation used in voting systems,
where voters specify their preference of candidates as a
priority list, which is collectively called a profle of rankings
or preferences [33, 34].

In this context, Borda’s count voting system mostly
satisfes the proposed model’s voting requirements, as it fts
the q − first model that is applied. In this case, a validator
who plays the role of a voting candidate is awarded score
points based on the full preferences of each voter (the other
validators). A candidate receives points whether being in the
frst-place preference of other voters or not. Te main rule is
that the higher the preference by the voter is, the more points
the candidate collects.

It is expected that the higher the value of q is, the better
the probability of reaching consensus faster is, as Borda
points are distributed to more validators, and at the same
time, the higher the fairness is, the higher the probability of
malicious validators being selected is and vice versa. On the
other side, the value of q should be kept as low as possible in

order to preserve the efciency of the system. Furthermore, if
consensus is not reached, meaning that there might be a
draw between 2 or more validators, the algorithm either
increases progressively the value of q in order to increase the
chances of establishing an agreement, or it chooses ran-
domly one out of the validators who collected the same
Borda points during the voting process.

During the voting procedure with u validators as can-
didates, the voting list is limited to q validators, as seen in
equation (6); a frst-place validator earns q Borda points, a
second-place earns q − 1 Borda points, and so on. Te
validator, who is ranked last among the q-frst validators,
earns just one Borda point.

By applying this logic, the voting results, depicting
earned voting points, can be depicted in the followingmatrix
in equation (7), but this time without containing the per-
formance information per validator PERF, which in this
stage is considered as redundant.

Te proposed voting mechanism results assume that
agreement has been reached by accepting the voting
outcome. Te validator with the highest overall number
of Borda points wins and then is authorised to create the

Data:V: Validators
RVmPn

: Validator Rating Matrix
i: Number of selected validators
q: q-frst variable

Result: Calculate W (equation (9)) and reach Consensus
(1) initialisation\;

/∗ for each validator∗ /
(2) for m ∈ [1..i]do
(3) Outlier Detection;
(4) Calculate PERFVm

; //equation (4)
(5) Vm⟶ OVm

; //create ordered list equation (5) OVm

(6) ifself(PERF)>PERF(Oq)then
(7) broadcast(OVm

); //to all validators
(8) end
(9) end
(10) Construct matrix Dw;//equation (6)

/∗ each validator vote on Dw ∗ /
(11) for w ∈ [1..u]do
(12) for m ∈ [1..q]do
(13) Construct matrix Do; //equation (7)
(14) end
(15) end
(16) Construct matrix EV; //equation (8)
(17) do
(18) calculate W; //equation (9)
(19) if unique winner then
(20) Consensus�TRUE
(21) else
(22) q � q ± 1;
(23) end
(24) While Consensus�TRUE;

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudocode for proof-of-quality algorithm.
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next block entry in the ledger, an entry which was val-
idated by a distributed mechanism based on node rep-
utation history and pre-defned quality parameters:

Do
u×q

�

ow11
� q  ow12

� q − 1  · · · ow1q
� 1 

ow21
� q  ow22

� q − 1  · · · ow2q
� 1 

⋮

owu1
� q  owu2

� q − 1  · · · owuq
� 1 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (7)

Each row can now be seen as an ordered list, carrying
the Borda points per validator. Each variable Ow represents
a specifc validator which is rated under the Borda
mechanism and is unique per ordered list (each row of Dw

matrix) but can exist also in the following ordered lists,
since the same validator can be rated by others at the same
time. Assuming that y is the number of unique validators
who are subject of the voting procedure, with each y<m,
where m is the total number of the validators Vm and z is
the number of occurrence of each unique validator; the
results of the voting process per validator can be derived
from the following matrix:

EVy

y×1

�



z1

x�1
DOx



z2

x�1
DOx

⋮



zy

x�1
DOx

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (8)

Each sum of the matrix of equation (8) represents the
total Borda points which are each unique validator collected
during the voting process. Te winner of the voting process
can be derived from equation (9), the maximum value of
which corresponds to the related validator:

W � maxEV. (9)

Tewinning validator is then authorised by the proof-of-
quality consensus algorithm to write the next block on the
ledger.

3.5.DynamicReputationMechanismandCTIFeedandSource
Evaluation. Te reputation mechanism keeps track of val-
idators’ reputation and credibility while playing a key role
for the validator selection mechanism (VSM), which selects
the validators to perform the CTI Feed evaluation. Fur-
thermore, it contributes to the enriched CTI Feed evaluation
and the CTI Feed Source reputation, as described below.

Trust is a metric of reputation. Selected validators with
consistently high values of reputation, and by extension,
trustworthiness can provide more reliable and malicious-
free evaluation results.

3.5.1. Validator Reputation. Te stored validator perfor-
mance per block is shown in the following matrix A:

AVmBb

i×p

�

PERFV1B1
PERFV1B2

· · · PERFV1Bp

PERFV2B1
PERFV2B2

· · · PERFV2Bp

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

PERFViB1
PERFViB2

· · · PERFViBp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (10)

As a result of the consensus mechanism, the validators
have agreed on the ordered list of the best performant ones
per block. Based on those results, a factor cz � (1/z),
z ∈ [1..u], can be applied, which favours the best performing
validators in comparison to lower performing ones, where z

is the position of a validator Vm, m ∈ [1..i], in the agreed
ordered list O. Te higher in the ordered list a validator is,
the higher the factor c is, and by that, the reputation of the
best performing validator is increased in comparison to the
rest.

Te reputation REPVm
of each validator Vm, m ∈ [1..i], is

linked to its own archived performance on the existing
blocks Bb, b ∈ [1..p], of the ledger, where p is the total
number of blocks:

REPVm
�
1
p



p

b�1
czAVmBb

, ∀AVmBb
> 0, ∀m ∈ [1..i]. (11)

By publishing a block, the selected validator automati-
cally increases the overall rank of its reputation. Te rep-
utation of contributing validators to the consensus
mechanism is also increased.

3.5.2. Interim CTI Feed Evaluation. Validators CTI Feed
ratings are stored in the matrix of equation (1). Te interim
CTI Feed evaluation score is based on the average of the
rating mean values which were received from each validator
and for all quality parameters. Anomaly or outlier detection
and removal can be already included in this procedure, to
avoid skewing the results. Te metric’s name includes the
word “interim” because this metric will be used as the base
for a more enriched calculation later, including the vali-
dators reputation metric (equation (11)).

So, the interim evaluation iEVAL of a CTI Feed Ff,
based on ratings of validators Vm, m ∈ [1..i], per quality
parameter Pn, n ∈ [1..j], where i is the total number of
selected validators and j is the total number of the quality
parameters respectively, is as follows:

iEVALFf
�
1
j



j

n�1

1
i



i

m�1
RVmPn

. (12)

3.5.3. Enriched CTI Feed Evaluation. Having calculated the
reputation REPVm

of the validators Vm, m ∈ [1..i], in
equation (11), we are in a position to add this metric in the
interim evaluation iEVAL of a CTI Feed Ff which was
calculated before (equation (12)). Tis way, we emphasise
the importance of the validators’ reputation to the fnal
evaluation of the CTI Feeds. Te validators that are going to
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be considered are only those who managed to proceed with
the voting process, as per equation (8).

In this case, we consider ra � REPVa
as the reputation

factor of each validator Va, a ∈ [1..y], with y<m, where m is
the total number of the validators Vm. Te enriched eval-
uation eEVAL of a CTI Feed Ff embedding the validator
reputation is

eEVALFf
�
1
j



j

n�1

1
y



y

a�1
ra ∗RVaPn

. (13)

3.5.4. CTI Feed Source Reputation. In addition to the
evaluation of the CTI Feeds, the reputation of the CTI Feed
Sources can be further evaluated as a more extended ap-
proach. Te CTI Feed Source reputation is linked to the
archived evaluation of each own published CTI Feed, and
since more CTI Feeds are added, therefore, the Feed Source
reputation will be evolving.

Te stored CTI Feed evaluation metric per block is
shown in the following matrix C:

CFfBb
k×p

�

eEVALF1B1
· · · eEVALF1Bp

eEVALF2B1
· · · eEVALF2Bp

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

eEVALFkB1
· · · eEVALFkBp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (14)

While considering the CTI Feed Source evaluation, an
additional weighted gravity factor g can be applied. By that
way, the latest CTI Feed evaluation data will be taken into
stronger consideration than the past ones. Cyber Treat
environment is evolving by nature, while informed decisions
have to be taken on time and as accurately as possible. Tis
requirement can be underpinned to a good extent by
assigning more importance to the latest intelligence CTI
data, while also taking into consideration the past ones to a
certain extent. So, the information stored to the latest block
Bb, b ∈ [1, .., p], will be assigned to a higher gravity/im-
portance factor gb � (b/p), b ∈ [1, .., p], than the previous
ones.

Te reputation REPSs
of each CTI Feed Source Ss,

s ∈ [1, .., q], is derived from the own CTI Feed evaluation on
the existing blocks Bb, b ∈ [1..p], of the ledger:

REPSs
�
1
p



p

b�1

gp

f


k

f�1
CFfBb

,∀CFfBb
> 0. (15)

3.5.5. Time-Aging Factors. In addition to the factors rm and
gb mentioned above, which describe a weighted approach
based on the most recent transactions regardless of the time
window between them, a time-related gravity factor can also
be applied, as an time − aging or time − decay factor.

Metrics that were presented above, such as REPV and
REPS, can be further refned or adjusted by adding a more
representative trust value, which is time. Combining the
most recent transactions in parallel with the time-aging

factor can be used to detect and flter arbitrary behaviour
changes, as more recent ledger data contributes the most;
thus, an entity will be fltered out for misbehaviour.

In addition, the validators and CTI Sources would be
motivated to ofer more frequent and better quality data and
feedback, since old entries with low-quality feedback can be
forgotten and positively balanced out with more recent
transactions. Te time-aging mechanism can be tuned to be
responsive to behaviour changes, by increasing the weight
that is given to newer transactions accordingly.

Based on the above, a nonlinear aging-factor function
can be applied on the metrics of REPV and REPS (equations
(11) and (15)) in the form of a fading variable [35].

Te function is shown in equation (16), where AT is
aging − factor, REP is either the reputation of a validator or a
CTI Source, and f is the fading factor with an exponent tn

being the time diference between the last n ratings. In
addition, time can be used also as an absolute value t, de-
fning the time window between present and a specifc time
in past, including all records in the ledger that were captured
during this period. In either ways, the computation of the
metrics is done in a more efcient way, not having to
consider all the records stored in the ledger, rather focusing
on the latest defned ones, contributing to a more efective,
responsive, and scalable results:

ATn
� f

tn ∗REP,

AT � f
t ∗REP.

(16)

3.5.6. Block Layers. Each block of the ledger is logically
separated and divided in 3 layers, which are linked together
and not meant to be stored independently (Figure 3), while
they are added to the chain only when consensus is reached,
via Algorithm 2.

(1) Te evaluated CTI Feeds are stored on the frst
layer, following a particular data model, the STIX
data model, as an example. For those CTI Feeds
that do not follow the STIX model, a conversion
mechanism could be applied so that all stored data
follow the common and widely recognised data
model [36, 37]. Te Feed’s Source information is
also included in this layer as a reference point.
Note that the proposed model is independent of
the use of a specifc data model, and STIX is only
used as an example. Terefore, it can easily ac-
commodate other equally efcient data models,
such as MISP.

(2) Te second logical layer stores the CTI Feed’s
evaluation rating results provided by the validators.

(3) Te third layer stores an ordered list which contains
the validators’ performance, based on their ratings
and the performance metrics during the CTI Feed
evaluation process. Te validators’ reputation is not
explicitly stored on the chain, while it can be cal-
culated ad hoc based on the performance historical
values stored in this layer across the ledger.
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Tis way, the data stored in each logical block layer are
immutable and distributed among the blockchain users,
containing metadata, references, and relationships, useful to
create a dynamic and continuously enriched environment for

(i) Reliably sharing validated CTI
(ii) Calculating the reputation of CTI Feed Sources
(iii) Setting the foundation for a critical mass of rep-

utable validators to carry on with future CTI Feed
evaluations and preserving the fairness of the
system

Some of the aspects of the CTI Feeds ratings and, therefore,
of the validators’ performance metrics are subjectively mea-
sured, while some other are measured by applying objective
criteria. For example, the quality parameters of CTI Feeds are
rated by each validator on a diferent basis according to the
discretion and perception of each validator. On the contrary, the
anomaly/outlier detection and removal is a decisionwhich is left
to the consensus algorithm to be dealt with, by using globally
defnable metrics on a horizontal approach (cross model).

3.5.7. System FlowChart. Te fowchart of the system is
depicted in Figure 6 and described as follows:

Step 1: CTI Feed is made available for evaluation by a
CTI Source.
Step 2: If the CTI Feed is not based on the selected data
model (e.g., the STIX data model), a conversion
mechanism is applied to convert the CTI Feed data to
the desired model [36, 37]. Te conversion mechanism
is beyond the scope of this article.
Step 3: CTI Feed Sources and Consumers are roles in-
terchangeable with the validator role, as described in
Section 3 and, by that, eligible to become validators. Once
the candidates are subscribed to participate as candidate
validators, they are screened by the Validator Selection
Mechanism (VSM), against the following criteria:

(i) Teir Reputation stored in the third layer of the
ledger’s blocks,

(ii) IoC (e.g., malicious IPs and domain names) al-
ready stored in the frst layer of the ledger’s
blocks. Tis criterion is applied to exclude the
chance that a potential malicious validator is
participating in the evaluation process. For ex-
ample, if a validator is connected via an IP or
even a resolved domain name which are regis-
tered in the blockchain as malicious ones, then
those validators will be excluded from the CTI
Feed evaluation process.

After the fnal selection of validators, they are engaged
in the evaluation process, in step 4, where the CTI Feeds
are available from the previous step.
Step 4: Each selected validator is rating the under
evaluation CTI Feed (Figure 4), against each one of a
pre-defned set of CTI Feed quality criteria, as shown in
Table 2.

Step 5: Te ratings of each validator are distributed to
the rest of the validator group via a gossip protocol.
Step 6: Once the validators complete their CTI Feed
evaluation/rating, the ratings are distributed across
all of them via a gossip protocol in order to ensure
that all validators are able to have access to all ratings
performed by any other validator. Te goal is to reach
a consensus on the q-frst best performing validators.
Step 7: Te block is registered in the ledger once the
validator community has reached a consensus.

4. Theoretical Model Simulation and Analysis

In this section, we will present a practical simulation of the
model, using a probabilistic approach to defne the variables
of the system and the described conditions as well. Tis
simulation includes the required abstraction and assump-
tions in order to specify the domain of application of the
model. Te simulation environment, available on GitHub
[38], was developed in PHP v.7.2 programming language
and runs on a server with the following technical
specifcations:

(i) Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114 CPU @
2.20GHz (4 cores)

(ii) Memory: 8GB
(iii) Operating System: CentOS 7

Te parameters of the simulation are presented below:

(i) Number of nonmalicious validators: variable shows
the total number of nonmalicious or non-mis-
behaving validators.

(ii) Number of malicious validators: variable shows the
number of malicious ones inserted into the simu-
lation in order to assess the negative impact as well
as the tolerance of the system. Te total number of
validators equals the number of nonmalicious and
malicious validators as a sum.

(iii) Number of quality parameters: 10, as per Table 2.
(iv) q-frst: variable defnes the number of the validators

to participate into the voting procedure.
(v) Ofset of malicious validator rating: variable defnes

the rating threshold which is closer to the upper and
lower limits of the rating boundaries [0..1] for
skewing the rating results, based on a potential
malicious rating behaviour. Normally, it would be
expected that, in the application scope of this article,
malicious validators will rate close to 0 or close to 1
in order to skew the rating results to the possible
extent and hence decrease the quality of the CTI
Feed evaluation process.Tis variable is set to defne
the limits of this potential behaviour, shown in
Figure 7.Tis variable is defned to take values in the
set of [0..50%]. Te variable value of 50 is consid-
ered the maximum and simulates that malicious
validators are behaving probabilistically similar as
all the rest of the nonmalicious validators.Te lower
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the value is (closer to 0%), the higher the skewing
impact on the overall evaluation ratings is, and, at
the same time, the outliers are detected more ef-
ciently by our model. On the contrary, the higher
the value is (closer to 50%), the lower the malicious
impact is and the ability of the model’s outlier
detection decreases.

In this particular simulation, outlier detection is
inherited already by the squared deviation from the mean
(SDM) equation, which is downgrading the infuence of the
malicious validators, not by removing them but rather by
decreasing their contribution to the overall process.

Te simulation covers the CTI Feed Rating procedure
and the validator performance calculation, as well as the PoQ
algorithm implementation, providing a proof of the toler-
ance and security against malicious actors. Te objective of
the simulation is to show that the footprint of malicious
validators into the fnal selection list is as close to zero as
possible, even if the ratio of nonmalicious vs, maliciously
acting validators is even close to 1: 30. Te aforementioned
aspects constitute the foundation of an efcient performance
of the proposed model, leading to a defned and tolerant
reputation-based mechanism for CTI Feed and source
evaluation.

Te validator selection mechanism and the feedback
mechanism were left outside the scope of this simulation, as
they require a more robust proof-of-concept environment,
which will follow in our future work.

Te following assumptions were made during the
development:

(i) Te rating of all validators against the 10 pre-de-
fned CTI Feed quality parameters was generated
based on a random-based number generator using
PHP, with values as foat numbers between [0..1]

with 2 decimals.

(ii) Especially referring to the rating of the malicious
validators, this took place similarly as described
above, but limiting each rating by applying an
ofset variable threshold. By that threshold, we are
simulating a potential malicious rating, which
normally would not follow a normal distribution of
the rest of the ratings, rather it would be allocated
closer to the upper or lower limits of the space
[0..1] with the malicious objective of skewing the
rating results as much as possible. Te maximum
ofset limit which is applied is 45%, since a value
even closer to 50% would not be able to distinguish
the malicious from the nonmalicious rating
behaviour.

(iii) On the contrary, the nonmalicious validators are
expected to have a normal-based distribution on
their rating, of course not excluding the chance that
they may rate specifc CTI Feeds on the extremities
of the rating span [0..1].

(iv) Te selection of the validators is assumed to have
taken place during the VSM and feedback mecha-
nism functionalities, which are not performed in
this theoretical model development.

(v) Te value of 0.5% is set as an acceptable health KPI
(Key Performance Indicator) of a malicious foot-
print in the validators’ pool.

4.1. Simulation Results. Te simulation results are depicted
in the table and graph in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
During the simulation, the following aspects were taken into
consideration, as they could be applied during potential on
production and operational usage of the model:

(i) Several pairs of numbers between validators and
malicious validators were applied, a representative
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part of which is shown in the fgure. It is noted that
the respective ratio was also adapted, starting from
4: 1 and even considering a ratio of 1: 30, which
represents a vast dominance of malicious validators
against legitimate ones.

(ii) As mentioned earlier, malicious validators are as-
sumed to rate the CTI Feeds closer to the upper and
lower limits of the rating span [0..1], hence, not
under a normal distribution. During this simula-
tion, it is shown that the malicious ofset from rating
limits was even close to 45%,meaning that they were
almost blended in the rating of nonmalicious val-
idators, making the outlier detection even more
difcult and nonefective.

(iii) Teq-frst parameter was kept in the value of 5 in
most of the cases, which represents a realistic
value of fnalist validators to participate to the
voting procedure. Te lower this value is, the
more tolerance to malicious validators it provides
but, at the same time, the less fairness, and vice
versa.

Te graphs depicted in Figures 10–12 show the tol-
erance of the model against malicious validators for
various ratios (nonmalicious vs. malicious validators): 1 :
3, 1 : 10, and 1 : 50, respectively. Te graphs show that the
malicious footprint is preserved below 0.5%, even though
the malicious validators are signifcantly higher than
nonmalicious validators, with the variable of malicious
rating ofset close to 45%. Tose results show that even if
the malicious validators are considered as almost
blended-in with the rest of the nonmalicious validators,
the model has the capability to distinguish them very
efciently, preserving the malicious footprint below 0.5%,
which was set previously as a health status KPI of the
model.

Tose results lead furthermore to the conclusion that the
voting mechanism, via which the CTI Feeds are evaluated,

can ensure high level of trust amongst the voters (validators),
preserving the quality of the CTI Feed evaluations during
future iterations, archiving all related information in the
distributed ledger for further reference.

4.2. System Initialisation. Te system’s initialisation is
considered vital to the total performance of the model. As
shown during the simulation results, the existence of a
malicious-proof pool of validators is very crucial, due to the
fact that validators are mainly set to be selected out of this
pool, in order to participate on the evaluation process. Even
though there is a chance that malicious validators will be
selected, the model shows that it is tolerant enough, even if
the ratio versus the malicious validators is signifcantly low.
Once the system is initially confgured to perform the frst
sets of evaluation iterations, it is reasonable that there will be
no best reputable cluster which the validator selection
mechanism will select the validators from. So, it is essential
that, during the frst iterations, the validators should be
selected carefully in order to avoid random-based selections
which will lead to a nonmalicious-proof validators’ core
pool.

4.3. Key Consideration Analysis. In this section, the key
considerations of the proposed CTI-sharing mechanism are
analysed further, including the results of the theoretical
model simulation.

4.3.1. Fairness. Te VSM process is considered as a key
part of the system, due to the fact that the CTI Feed
evaluation and CTI Sources reputation are also based on
the reputation of the validators. During the VSM process,
the validators are selected via a cluster-based separation
and are most likely to be selected from the cluster which
holds the most reputable validators. Furthermore, less
reputable validators have opportunities to increase their
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reputation, via the application of a weighted random
choice mechanism, which is implemented on top, in
order to select validators from less reputable clusters,
based on adjustable weights. Tis additional feature in-
creases the fairness of the proposed system, ensuring that
all validators’ candidates have eventually chances to be
selected as validators. In addition, consensus is achieved
by using a voting-based mechanism among all validators,
which by principle is considered as the most fair

mechanism, in comparison to other consensus mecha-
nisms which require diferent types of resources to
achieve agreement.

4.3.2. Scalability. Blockchain scales best with lightweight
metadata, which can be retrieved and analysed fast and
efciently. A system can be considered as scalable when the
overall performance does not decrease with the addition of

Model Simulation Parameters
num of non-malicious validators 20 50 100
num of maliciously acting validators 20 50 100
non-malicious vs malicious ratio 1:1 1:1 1:1

malicious ofset from rating limits – max tolerance limit 45% 45% 45%
Malicious Footprint in Voting List (any place) 7.5% 2.7% 2.3%
Malicious Footprint in Voting List (1st place) <5% <1% <1%

malicious ofset from rating limits – max optimized tolerance limit 39% 42% 43%
Malicious Footprint in Voting List (any place) <0.5% <0.5% <0.5%
Malicious Footprint in Voting List (1st place) <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5%

500 1000 1000 2000 5000 10 K 10 K 10 K 20 K
500 1000 2000 5000 15 K 30 K 100 K 500 K 1 M
1:1 1:1 1:2 1:2.5 1:3 1:3 1:10 1:50 1:50

45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45%
1% 0.8% 1.2% 2.1% <0.5% <0.5% 4.8% 10.8% 6.4%

<0.5% <0.5% <1% 1.1% <<0.5% <<0.5% 2.4% <5% <5%

44% 44% 44% 44% 45% 45% 44% 43% 43%
<0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5%

<<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5% <<0.5%

q-frst parameter:5

Figure 8: Simulation results.
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nodes. In this context, the proposed ledger is divided into
three logical layers. Te information, which is recorded in
the ledger per block, is the evaluated CTI Feed itself in the
frst layer, the CTI Feed evaluation in the second one, and
the validator performance as the agreed ordered list in the
third one. Furthermore, the rating matrix is proposed to be
exchanged via a gossip protocol in order to preserve
bandwidth during the data exchange. Although there is no
analytical data available yet, the data storage and the
bandwidth requirements are expected to be efcient. Related
use case scenarios will be produced during the proof-of-
concept development in our future work.

4.3.3. Consensus. Te proof-of-quality consensus algo-
rithm is proposed to be based on the Borda voting system
or on any other voting-based mechanisms, preserving
further fairness of the system, as mentioned above. No
special resources are required to reach consensus apart
from participation in the voting procedure by the vali-
dators. Furthermore, the absolute fnality method is ap-
plied, which means that a block transaction is immediately
fnalised after its inclusion in the blockchain, in compar-
ison to the probabilistic fnality, where the block once gets
deeper into the chain the chance of its reverting decreases
[39].
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4.3.4. Integrity and Consistency. Te integrity of the data
stored in the ledger and by extension the integrity of the
overall system is preserved by the inherited immutability
characteristics of the blockchain itself, preventing alter-
ation of transactions that have already been confrmed and
agreed.

4.3.5. Reliability and Quality. Te reliability of the system is
achieved via the CTI Feed quality evaluation via the selected
validators, referring to the value it brings to the CTI
community by utilising quality-based parameters.

4.3.6. Reputation and Trust. Te proposed system uses
constantly updated reputation metrics, based on the his-
torical records of the system’s ledger, which enables the trust
among the stakeholders, either consuming or contributing

to CTI Feed evaluation. Te reputation and trust are started
and based on a green-feld approach derived solely from the
CTI Feed data evaluation process and not based on any
existing reputation that an organisation might already have.
It needs to be highlighted that, in the context of this article,
reliability and trust are approached diferently; the frst one
being a quantitative criterion linked to quality metrics, while
the second one is a qualitative criterion linked to reputation
metrics.

4.3.7. Tolerance and Security. Te overall observations of the
theoretical simulation of our model is that it provides a very
efcient tolerance against malicious or nonlegitimate be-
having validators, even if the ratio is 1: 50 (nonmalicious
versus malicious). Furthermore, there are plenty of options
to adjust the tolerance levels according to the operational
requirements.

Table 3: Comparison with existing research studies.

Proposals
Key considerations

Reliability and quality Reputation and trust Tolerance and security Consensus

He et al. [5]
Similarity criteria are
addressed via a smart
contract algorithm

No reputation or trust criteria
are defned

Tolerance and security topics
are not addressed

No specifc consensus
mechanism is referenced

Gong
and Lee [6]

Abstract data verifcation
mechanism

Abstract evaluation of
contributors credibility

Presents a mechanism to
prevent sybil attacks from
malicious contributors

Abstract miner-based
consensus mechanism

Mendez
Mena and
Yang [7]

No quality criteria are defned
Trust is established only via
utilising a permissioned block

chain environment

Tolerance and security topics
are not addressed Proof of authority

Cha et al. [8]

CTI data are subject to
verifcation via a collaborative
architecture but is not clear

under which criteria

No reference to reputation
criteria or supported

mechanisms

No reference to tolerance
against malicious activities

No reference to consensus
algorithms

Meier
et al. [11]

Te quality evaluation is
based on correlation and

contribution graphs with no
detailed quality criteria

No reputation or trust metrics
are addressed, since this

proposal does not require a
ground truth

Robust against a small
percentage of dishonest

contributors but susceptible
to malicious attempts of a

larger percentage

Not applicable

Riesco
et al. [9]

Quality criteria of identity,
authority, motive, access,
timeliness, and consistency

are defned

Trust is presented as an overall
beneft using a blockchain-

based network, but there is no
reference of quantifcation of

reputation and/or trust
between peers; a

Cobb–Douglas utility function
is presented combining trust

and quality

Inherited by the block chain
technology with no specifc

reference

No reference to consensus
algorithms

Wu
et al. [12]

Quality criteria of
completeness, freshness and
relevance are applied but the
assessment is performed

under a vague methodology

Te reputation assessment is
using EigenTrust algorithm
[14] to calculate a reputation
score based on peer transaction
histories and produce global
trust values for all participants

No reference to tolerance
against malicious activities

It is inferred that the
consensus algorithm of
proof of elapsed time
(PoET) is proposed

Proposed
solution

Te model depends on
literature-referenced quality
criteria evaluation with

explicit methodology, metrics
and indicators

Trust is created via specifc
mechanisms and processes as
well as the reputation is derived
from the data stored on the

ledger as a historical
immutable reference

Te theoretical simulation
showed that there is

tolerance against malicious
validators even if the ratio of

legitimate vs malicious
validators is 1 : 50

Te model proposes a new
consensus algorithm,

namely, proof-of-quality
which is based on a voting
procedure among the best
performant validators
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4.4. Comparisonwith Existing Research Studies. Tis section,
is presenting a comparison between the existing research
studies and our proposed model, depicting which key
considerations are supported by each proposal, in order to
highlight the benefts and value of our work. Te key
considerations which are shown in Table 3 are the ones
which provide a value of comparison, since the ones ex-
cluded are either considered as a common baseline for all
proposals in the ground that all of them use blockchain
technology or they are of lower importance of comparison.

After such a comparison matrix, we believe that the
proposed solutions so far do not cover a broad range of
aspects from a CTI lifecycle perspective, but rather focus on
a limited area of conceptual or technical proposals. On the
contrary, our research proposes a coherent methodology of a
trust-enabled environment, based on explicit metrics and
performance indicators, supported by mechanisms towards
this end. Furthermore, a new consensus algorithm is pro-
posed, namely, the proof-of-quality algorithm, via which
consensus is achieved based on a voting process approach. In
addition, our proposal enhances the concept of reliability
and trust, based on quality parameters, which leads by ex-
tension to the capability of evaluating not only CTI Feeds but
also the reputation of CTI Sources feature which is missing
from the existing proposals.

5. Conclusions: Summary

In this article, we propose a new reputation-based CTI Feed
evaluation system called Awareness Architecture Based on
Blockchain CTI Convergence (ABC)2, which deals with the
CTI sharing using blockchain technology. CTI Feed eval-
uation is the primary goal of the system, based on a defnite
set of quality-based parameters. Te evaluation is conducted
by validators who are part of the CTI-sharing community.
Te quality parameters, on which the evaluation of the CTI
Feed is based on, are considered equally important, and if
required, each parameter can be weighted accordingly on an
ad hoc basis, in line with the applied methodology and
context.

Furthermore, a new consensus algorithm is proposed,
which bases its consensus results on a voting process. Once
the evaluation results have been distributed to all validators,
each validator is called to create an ordered list, containing q

most performant ones. If a validator fnds itself in the q −

first most performant ones in the self-produced ordered list,
it shares the list among other validators who fulfl the same
criterion and make the list available for a voting process. Te
PoQ algorithm ensures the consensus of the community and
the results are archived in the three-logical layer blocks of the
ledger. Based on the data stored on the ledger, the CTI
Source reputation is possible to be calculated, based on the
own archived CTI Feed data which has already been
evaluated.

Among the key aspects of the model, which is the ability
to select validators via the Validator Selection Mechanism
(VSM), for conducting the CTI evaluation process, each
validator is selected mainly based on its reputation and
derived from historical data derived from the ledger, by

applying a feedback mechanism.Tis historical data provide
available evidence of the validators’ past behaviour and
contribution to past evaluation metrics and data. VSM is
meant to collect and analyse this evidence, which results in a
reputation score, further to be taken into account whether a
specifc validator should be considered as trusted and further
selected to contribute further to the CTI Feed evaluation
process. Similar reputation metrics can be applied also in
order to calculate the reputation of the CTI Sources, based
on the relevant results of its CTI Feed evaluation.

After conducting research on the existing literature and
proposals on similar scopes, focusing on the CTI evaluation,
and storing and sharing mechanisms, we created a com-
parison matrix, showing the benefts and advantages of our
holistic proposal, on key aspects such as Reliability, Quality,
Reputation, Security, and Consensus. Furthermore, during
the simulation of the model’s performance, it is shown that
our model has signifcant tolerance on malicious behaviour
which will potentially try to skew the CTI performance
rating results, showing that even with a 1 : 50 ratio of le-
gitimate vs. malicious validators, the model produces sig-
nifcantly secure and legitimate evaluation results.

Our future work will be focused on improving the model
and developing a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) environment to
demonstrate the theoretical results presented earlier. Te
PoC will materialise the PoQ and VSM algorithms, will
include real CTI Feeds mostly from existing CTI Feed
dissemination platforms, and is planned to engage real
validators from the CTI community, while the evaluation
will be based on the already referred quality criteria. Fur-
thermore, one of our objectives is to develop this model as a
dynamic feeding mechanism, which will further contribute
to a near real-time Dynamic Risk Management concept,
where the analysis of the historical data which is stored in the
proposed blockchain ledger could play a signifcant role.

Data Availability

Te code that enabled the production of the probabilistic
data presented in this article is located in the publicly
accessed GitHub repository (https://github.com/dimhatzi/
PoQ/blob/main/poq).
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